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Duncan Wu, ed., Romanticism:
An Anthology. Third edition.
Oxford: Blackwell, 2006. Pp.
1477. £20.99. ISBN 1405120851
Courses on Romanticism in British
universities these days set an anthology
supplemented by editions of a prose
text (Frankenstein, a novel by Jane
Austen, De Quincey’s or Hogg’s
Confessions) more usually than they
used to. The BARS Teaching
Romanticism Survey in 2005 asked
whether ‘module leaders required their
students to use an anthology for this
module’ and more than 42% of the
respondents said that they used Duncan
Wu’s Romanticism: An Anthology, first
published by Blackwell in 1994 and
now in its third edition – although
more than 32% do not use any
anthology, 5% use the N o r t o n
Anthology of English Literature and
more than 17% used other anthologies.
(I wonder if any of those thirteen
teachers using other anthologies use
McGann’s New Oxford Book of
Romantic-Period Verse, which prints
only the earliest printed version of
texts published during the period it
covers and which prints them too in
order of publication rather than author
by author?)
Teachers in UK universities used to
think of fat anthologies as an American
survey-course kind of thing, which
could do justice neither to the structure
and significance of an original

collection, nor to its particular
historical location. According to the
BARS survey, of ‘the 53 who do use
an anthology 80% said either that the
anthology they used was not sufficient
for their needs on the course or that
they needed to supplement the
anthology with handouts and/or
electronic resources’. Anne K. Mellor
and Richard E. Matlak’s British
Literature 1780-1830, published by
Harcourt Brace in 1996, solves this
problem by beginning with six sections
of ‘Historical and Cultural Context’,
followed by selections from authors in
the order of their publication in book
form. Blackwell boasts that the Wu
anthology is marked by including
‘complete and uncut texts’ (‘complete
a n d uncut’?) of, among others,
Wordsworth’s ‘The Ruined Cottage’,
all nineteen poems of Felicia Dorothea
Hemans’ ‘Records of Woman’
sequence and the third canto of
Byron’s Childe Harold.
Using this anthology, you could
teach some collections entire, such as
the 1798 Lyrical Ballads, but this of
course privileges those collections over
others: Keats’s Poems of 1820 still
looks like more of an ideal object in
this selection than it does when the
odes and narratives are read alongside
those demotic trochaic poems. In the
first edition you had the whole of
Songs of Innocence and of Experience
(although with no reproductions of the
illuminations) and, as well as the
Lyrical Ballads, the whole of the
thirteen-book Prelude. That edition
weighed in at xxxviii and 1142 pages.
The second 1998 edition was xlvii and
1118 pages (swapping the 1805
Prelude for the two-part poem of
1799). This third edition runs to lxxiii
and 1477 pages.
The first edition’s introductory
reflections on texts and anthologies are
here replaced by a full-dress account of
what British Romantic literature was. I

cannot really speak for the second
edition here as mine has pages missing
(from xxxiii of the introduction to page
16 – the headnote on Anna Seward), a
failing not always conquered in
printings of the third edition, as I
reflected while busy at the photocopier
rectifying that omission on behalf of
one of my students.
The second edition usefully included
and indexed earlier and later versions
of poems by Coleridge; this third
edition goes further by printing some
as parallel texts. The first edition ended
with poems and prose extracts by Mary
Shelley, Thomas Hood, Thomas Lovell
Beddoes, Elizabeth Barrett, John Stuart
Mill and Alfred Tennyson. Hood,
Beddoes, Mill and Tennyson had all
gone from the second edition, so by the
time of this edition the youngest poet is
Barrett.
This new edition adds a chronology,
new headnotes and some well-chosen
pictures. On the cover, Pierre
Bonnard’s ‘Earthly Paradise’ (191620) takes the place of Ford Maddox
Brown’s version of a scene from Don
J u a n : the representation of the
beautiful lounging youth found by
Haidée in the second canto of Byron’s
poem is supplanted by a lounging
female nude in the Bonnard. In the first
edition the cover image was John
Martin’s Manfred on the Jungfrau and
the move from the more obviously
illustrative or ekphrastic to the cognate
thematic image suggests that
Romanticism is to be seen as a
thematic category (ethereal but sensual
and concerned with regaining a lost
paradise, for example) rather than the
work of a particular period (or, at least,
that calling the period roughly 17801830 will not do for visual art as it
does for the verbal).
Wu ended his contribution to a panel
on Romantic anthologies at the MLA
convention in Washington DC in
December 1996 (available from

Romanticism on the Net) by asking
whether ‘the anthologist [is] most
properly the servant of an ideology, a
market, or of the classroom’. The
answer depends, of course, on the
answer to another question: ‘whose
propriety?’ Was the omission of the
whole of the thirteen-book Prelude
after the first edition a decision driven
by the market? This is a text for the
classroom: it is too big to be carried in
the hand for long or in a pocket, and in
the second edition there was ‘A Note
for Teachers’ (which I am unable to
discuss for reasons already mentioned)
and a thematic index (pairing, for
example, poems by Thomas Warton,
Anna Seward and others with the
expected Coleridge and Wordsworth
on ‘childhood’ and including under the
heading ‘Transcendence’ only works
by the latter). All these would be
useful for the classroom but have gone
from the third edition which, however,
adds a timeline as well as colour
illustrations. As for the ideological
question, as Wu phrased it to the
audience of that MLA panel, it is no
more than that of ‘whether you want
editors to give you texts of the works
you already teach, or those of works
which we believe should be there’.
The clue is in the question. Much of
the prose here consists of accounts that
bear directly on the canonical poetic
texts (Jeffrey on Wordsworth and
Keats’s letters), although essays and
some crucial passages from De
Quincey are also included. If the Wu
anthology maintains the pre-eminence
of poetry in traditional accounts of
Romanticism, it notably expands a
former canon to include texts by
women poets – Hannah More, Helen
Maria Williams and others. This new
inclusiveness does not only reveal that
there are other works anthologists
believe should be there than those that
were included in earlier anthologies,
but reveals too a wider sense of

ideology that is relevant here. The
introduction sternly warns its reader
against ‘exploiting’ feminine
representations ‘as vehicles for
political agendas of our own’. We are
not similarly warned off, say,
exploiting Burke’s royalism so,
although the admonition implies that
the reader ought to be concerned only
(and presumably uncritically) with the
‘political agendas’ of the text being
explicated, it would seem to depend on
unstated assumptions of its own. This
is at least consistent with the continued
inclusion of a footnote that first
appeared in the second edition to the
passage on the dream of the Malay
from De Quincey’s Confessions, which
has here changed only its punctuation
and which might itself be brought into
the classroom, introduced with a
question as to whether it is possible to
be relativist and reactionary at once: ‘it
should be remembered that racist
opinions were so common in his day as
to be unremarkable – so common that
the very concept of racism was
unknown (the OED’s first usage is
dated 1907)’.
Stephen Bygrave
University of Southampton

Michael Ferber, ed., A
Companion to European
Romanticism (Oxford:
Blackwell, 2005). Pp. 586. £85.
ISBN 1405110392
Any work of scholarship seeking to
present Romanticism as the genuinely
intercultural and diverse movement
that it was has to be applauded, though
it sets itself a great challenge. This is a
topic notoriously difficult to write on.
The characteristically complex nexus
of political beliefs, religious ideals,
aesthetic sensibilities and philosophical
systems associated with the movement

traversed not only the disciplines of
science, literature, music, fine art,
theology and politics, but, as the 1790s
gave way to the first half of the
nineteenth century, crossed national
and linguistic boundaries too,
transforming in outlook and nature as
it went. Against this background,
Michael Ferber’s edited volume of
essays seeks a practical and ultimately
quite effective solution to writing on
this topic in a lucid and cohesive
manner.
Ferber’s introductory remarks
grapple with a well-known bugbear of
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
literary studies: the question of what
Romanticism actually was. He begins
with the now conventional
etymological examination of the term
‘Romantic’, tracing it from its ethnic
and linguistic functions in Roman
times, through to its increasing
application to cultural and literary
phenomena from the Middle Ages
onward. This survey is more
informative than most, as it pursues the
terms across linguistic boundaries,
acknowledging for instance the
seminal role played by the
philosophically-inclined Jena circle of
early Romantics (the Schlegels,
Novalis, Tieck et al.) in Germany
between 1795 and 1806, who
programmatically ‘named’ the
movement, though without losing a
sense of Romanticism as something
which subsequently moved far beyond
the German model in other countries.
Importantly, Ferber retains a sense of
the ambiguity of ‘Romanticism’
through a discussion of its reception by
scholarship, reconstructing for
example attempts to reframe the term
as a ‘period’ rather than a transnational literary school. His final
suggestion is to accept neither
Lovejoy’s thesis of 1948 negating the
validity of the term Romanticism per
se, nor Wellek’s contention that all

Romanticisms were connected through
a (conspicuously narrow) set of
characteristics (the use of symbol and
myth, imagination and the love of
nature). More appropriate is something
akin to Wittgenstein’s model of
familial resemblance, says Ferber,
which employs a wider range of
Romantic characteristics and can both
establish relationships between works
and writers across apparent temporal
and linguistic borders, whilst allowing
for considerable divergence between
them. Thus Romanticism can be
conceived as a complex and shifting
collective, a unity in diversity.
This model allows the editor to cast
his net widely when choosing his
authors and, in turn, allows those
authors flexibility of approach and
focus: for rather than attempt an
unwieldy monograph of his own,
Ferber presides over a collection of
thirty-two essays by international
specialists in European Romanticisms.
Germany receives wide-ranging and
admirable commentary. Susan
Bernofsky provides a lucid and concise
reconstruction of the Jena circle’s
Romantic theory, which stemmed from
their critique of Fichte’s philosophy
and led to their key insight that the
subject’s
exclusion
from
transcendental knowledge leads it to
construct itself and the world of
objects as a fictional compensation in
language and symbol. Underwriting
the entire early Romantic project, this
insight informed the circle’s literary
fiction, natural philosophy, theology
and the nascent discipline of literary
criticism as practised by the Schlegels.
Roger Paulin shifts the emphasis,
offering a typically scholarly survey of
the German Romantic prose novel,
placing it in its generic history – many
Romantic novels were conceived
explicitly as both critiques and
continuations of the traditions laid
down by the seminal Bildungsroman

Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre
– before touching on key works of
prose along the axes of common
themes and formal characteristics: art
and history, the social and the
psychological, literary experimentation
and the sister ‘novella’ form.
Kari Lokke also offers a welcome
treatment of the Märchen or Romantic
fairy tale, placing it in the context of
Romantic aesthetics without losing an
eye for the debt owed by works such as
Ludwig Tieck’s P h a n t a s u s , a
collection of tales set in a narrative
frame, to Boccaccio’s Decameron or
Straparola’s The Pleasant Nights,
whilst Frederick Burwick thankfully
treats the neglected area of German
Romantic drama, discussing, of course,
Heinrich von Kleist, but also shedding
light on lesser-known writers such as
Kotzebue (though sadly neglecting
Zacharias Werner), deconstructing the
Anglophone notion that all German
tragedies, such as those of Sturm und
Drang, were in fact Romantic works.
Traditionally, the more identifiable
Romantic ‘schools’ of England and
Germany have been seen as motivated
in part by an early enthusiasm for the
French Revolution, a situation which
arose by way of compensation given
that neither of those countries had a
political revolution at the time.
Romanticism was thought to have
filtered later into France and to have
expressed itself in a different form
from the 1820s onwards. Fabienne
Moore corrects this view in a survey of
early French Romanticism that
considers Germaine de Staël, Benjamin
Constant and the ‘invisible’ Romantic
Étienne Pivert de Senancour and
makes useful distinctions between this
generation and the pre-Romanticism of
writers such as Rousseau. Adept and
highly informed contributions on the
‘high’ French Romanticism of
Lamartine, Musset and Nerval (by
Jonathon Strauss) and the poetry of

Victor Hugo (by E. H. and A. M.
Blackmore) place their works of choice
generally in the Romantic traditions of
their respective nations, though sit
somewhat in isolation within the study
as a whole, as does Barbara T.
Cooper’s otherwise broad and
admirably concise survey of French
Romantic drama.
The contribution on Romanticism in
Britain makes a fascinating shift north
of the border, with Fiona Stafford
considering James Macpherson’s faux
Ossianic works and the folkish
Romanticism of Burns, though she
looks too at the Scottish reception of
European traditions of the ballad form
and the semi-mythic presentation of
Scotland within other Romanticisms,
all of which makes for a piece which is
b o t h idiomatically Scottish and
European.
Moving to Eastern Europe, Michael
Basker offers an obligatory though by
no means ordinary study of Pushkin,
considering the poet’s works in the
context of the somewhat belated
advent of Romanticism in Russia,
highlighting his early veneration of
Byron though recognising that the
Russian poet went through Romantic
‘phases’ that did not constitute the
entirety of his work or his huge
relevance for Russian literature.
Staying in Slavic territory, Roman
Koropeckyi discusses another admirer
of Byron – the emblematic figure of
Polish
Romanticism,
Adam
Mickiewicz. Mickiewicz is shown in
the context of both Polish and
European literature: there is a fine
reconstruction of his lionisation in
Russia, his periods of exile and his
participation in the salon culture of
Romantic Germany, including his
interaction with A. W. Schlegel. Other
essays adeptly tackle overarching
themes of Romanticism in transEuropean context: Jocelyne Kolb’s
treatment of the pivotal technique of

Romantic irony; Virgil Nemoianu’s
examination of the relationship
between sacrality and the aesthetic,
which increasingly became an object
of conscious reflection for Romantics
throughout Europe; James C.
McKusick’s examination of Romantic
thought on and presentations of nature;
Diego Saglia’s survey of the Romantic
treatment of the ‘Orient’, a theme
newly revitalised by contemporary
politics. The final essays in the
collection move beyond literature to
present a more interdisciplinary model
of the epoch, with James Parsons’
examination of the Romantic song
(Lied, chanson), Benjamin Walton’s
examination of opera, Lilian Furst’s
illuminating treatment of the nocturnal
in the Romantic arts and the editor’s
own contribution on the inter-mediality
of arts within the period.
All contributions cannot be discussed
in depth here, though the quality and
accessibility are constant throughout.
However, any study dedicated to so
chameleon-like a topic, even a book of
this breadth and depth, cannot avoid
certain omissions and contradictions.
Whilst a number of contributions place
welcome emphasis on the synergies
that existed between schools of
Romantic thought across Europe –
Derek Flitter’s fine exposition of
Calderón’s reception of increasingly
reactionary and nationalistic, post1806 Schlegelian theory in ‘Romantic’
Spain is a good example – it seems a
shame that we do not have more
coverage of English Romanticism
within a European context. Coleridge’s
time in Jena and his absorption there of
German philosophy has been welldocumented elsewhere, but would have
leant itself superbly to the overarching
aims of this collection. This might,
admittedly, be beyond the scope of
even this study, however, and it is
good that such spaces are used to bring
relative unknowns such as Polish

Romanticism into an English language
study. Nevertheless, more still might
have been made of the European
nature of Romanticism through more
explicit discussions of the intercultural
transmission of ideas between
Romanticisms and fewer contributions
dedicated solely to nationally discrete
literatures – this can at times reduce
studies such as this to being implicitly
European, simply by virtue of their
inclusion of writers from a range of
countries. Ferber’s introduction takes
the gamble of discussing the nature of
epochal definitions in the abstract with
the help of visual diagrams – a move
which in some respects pays off. The
range of ‘Romantic’ characteristics
(themes, motifs, literary forms and
modes) he lists seem indicative of the
movement, though these can also lapse
into cliché (there is mention of
‘fountains’ and ‘eagles’) and awaken
false associations: the editor is in
danger of attributing writers such as
Goethe and Schiller to the Romantic
school, a move which many of his
contributors are subsequently at pains
to avoid. This also occurs at the
expense of a historical table, which
could have presented deaths, births,
events and publications in
diagrammatic form, or a richer
historical narrative to help to
contextualise further the authors and
works and aid the cohesion of the
volume as a whole.
This collection nevertheless has
much to recommend it. Germanists, for
instance, will be glad to see the old
myth of German Romanticism
dispensed with – one which conflated
pre-Romantic literary trends
(Empfindsamkeit, Sturm und Drang)
with Romanticism on the grounds of
their literary enthusiasm for nature and
heightened subjectivity. Taken as a
whole the collection has to be deemed
eminently fit for purpose and serves
well as a ‘companion’ to its chosen

subject. With its wholly readable and
historically well-informed, analytical
essays, the book may not deepen the
knowledge of those already specialised
in any one Romanticism, but then
again this is not its aim. It succeeds
rather in mediating between
Romanticisms, constructing new
relationships between them across
temporal and linguistic divides and
deconstructing older misconceptions.
As such, this book is a useful volume
to put alongside Duncan Wu’s wideranging, although generically Anglocentric volume A Companion to
Romanticism (Blackwell, 1999), and
will serve as a scholarly tool for
budding
and
experienced
comparativists alike.
James Hodkinson
University of Warwick

Eve Tavor Bannet, Empire of
Letters: Letter Manuals and
Transatlantic Correspondence,
1688-1820. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press,
2006. Pp. 347. £50. ISBN
0521856183
Eve Tavor Bannet’s book neatly
positions itself as a link between two
hot topics in eighteenth-century
studies: letters and the transatlantic
world. Taking letter manuals as her
focus, she turns this least promising of
epistolary areas into a fine exposition
of social norms and literary nuances,
which makes a persuasive case for
letters as the stuff of empire, and
manuals as the pattern-books of how
people cut it.
The main problem with letter
manuals is how you infer practice from
precept: how exactly did manuals help
to shape letter-writing in practice?
Given that eighteenth-century familiar
letters show absorbency of classical

precepts, modern manners and
modishness that may include old
fashions, how do you track the origins
of styles, influences and modulations
in taste? How anyway do you define a
familiar letter, given that the
necessities of networks in love and
business meant people used letters to
negotiate both? How do you correlate
your findings to epistolary theorising,
especially concerning conditions of
production, exchange, reception and
interpretation? This book supplies
informed answers, intelligent
suggestions and a wealth of
understanding about the epistolary
culture manifested in and around
manuals originally English but taken
up by American publishers. Tavor
Bannet gives meticulous accounts of
the changes made for American
readers and, more importantly, their
significance. Manuals combined
instruction and example for particular
epistolary occasions, but they also
contributed to a general ethos, textual
and social, by their selection of
examples. The book maps how, for an
American market, imported manuals
had letters added, abridged, taken out
and sometimes shuffled about, and it
helpfully demonstrates why, ‘In
compilations, order is a signifier that
we must learn to read’. On relations
between manuals and practice, one
may assume variable influence: less
skilled letter writers could copy
manuals, though more educated
readers could – and demonstrably did –
adapt as much as adopt. Tavor Bannet
suggests that ‘a hundred letters or less
constituted a basic vocabulary of
epistolary models’, and she uses actual
correspondence to show how that
vocabulary was implemented,
suggesting ‘affinities’ rather than clear
influence. Letter writers used manuals
creatively, not slavishly, and manuals
themselves come to look much more

creative than many readers have
supposed.
Noting that hand, eye, ear and voice
all contribute to letter writing, she
provides a fresh discussion of letters as
written conversation – not a new idea,
but one quite hard to substantiate. I am
not sure her coinage ‘letterate’ is an
elegant pun, but it introduces an easyon-the-eye term, and a welcome
breather from the critical discussion of
‘epistolarity’. Her lucid and punctilious
attention to specifically eighteenthcentury epistolary conditions is
extended to include eighteenth-century
readers too. Discussing advanced
techniques of exordium, she argues for
different levels of proficiency, for
evolution of desiderata in letters, and
for local cultural preferences: ‘the fact
that multiple styles, old and new, were
circulating simultaneously in both
Britain and America for most of the
century, with different ideological
connotations in different places, should
be factored into the reading of letters’.
The book’s first section covers
illuminatingly the categories of
familiar letters and manuals, their
declared purposes, practical uses and
multiple meanings for writers and
readers. The second section, organised
chronologically, explores a good
selection of the manuals themselves –
Secretaries, Complete Letter-Writers,
Universal Letter-Writers. So far, so
interesting. But for me the most
fascinating part of the book was the
beginning of the third section, on
secret writing. Some concealment was
intrinsic to ease; in other contexts,
active evasion was sought. Secrecy had
special meanings in relation to news; a
‘hermeneutics of suspicion’ informed
the manuals’ promulgation of ways to
pass on intelligences. Within this
ambience of codedness, more elusive
than a discourse, Tavor Bannet offers
subtle and sophisticated readings of
letters by Crevecour, Steele and

Benjamin Franklin. She proposes that
Steele’s presentation of letters in The
Spectator in epistolary styles used
between equals should be seen as a
levelling choice, a literary insertion of
liberty in the empire of letters. That
begs the question of Steele’s
predecessors, but it poses really
interesting and original questions about
how what is on a page needs to be read
in terms of an epistolary matrix.
This book makes a substantial and
valuable contribution to epistolary
studies, and it is also a student-friendly
exposition of an eighteenth-century
world created by the intersection of
literature and culture. Tavor Bannet’s
informed generalisations and careful
close readings are impressive and
stimulating: she brings alive ‘the
pleasure and excitement people felt in
gaining access to epistolary exchange’.
Pleasure and excitement await readers
of this book.
Clare Brant
King’s College London

Janet Todd, ed., Jane Austen in
Context. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press,
2005. Pp. 467. Pb.: £15.99,
ISBN 0521688531. Hb.: £50,
ISBN 0521826446
Jane Austen in Context is a volume in
the new, authoritative Cambridge
Edition of the Works of Jane Austen.
This collection of 40 short essays
provides background and contextual
information to accompany the fiction
that will appear in other volumes. The
essays are grouped into three
categories: ‘Life and Works’, ‘Critical
Fortunes’ and ‘Historical and Cultural
Contexts’. A section of ‘Further
Reading’ lists, presented in the same
order and under the same titles as the
essays, concludes the volume (the only

essays that do not have corresponding
‘Further Reading’ sections are those on
‘Portraits’, ‘Sequels’, ‘Food’ and, most
inexplicably, ‘Manners’, an important
topic that has been addressed in Austen
criticism). The contributors include
major Austen specialists – indeed often
the recognised authority on the subject
in question.
Virtually all the essays are well
written and offer valuable information
about Austen’s life, works and
historical context. The best manage to
develop a unified argument within
their limited space and shed new light
on the writer and her novels. Among
the contributors to the ‘Life and
Works’ and ‘Critical Fortunes’
sections, Jan Fergus (‘Biography’) and
Kathryn Sutherland (‘Chronology of
Composition and Publication’) develop
original theses on their topics while
also presenting essential information.
Jane Stabler, in ‘Literary Influences’,
skilfully surveys the various genres
and specific writers with which Austen
was familiar and comments on the
function of literary allusions and
references to reading in the novels.
Deidre Shauna Lynch provides two
lively, provocative essays on the ‘Cult
of Jane Austen’ and ‘Sequels’,
explaining how what might seem
peripheral issues offer important
insights into Austen’s work. David
Selwyn’s essay on poetry written by
Austen and her family treats a
significant aspect of Austen’s literary
life with which I for one was not very
familiar, and essays by Valerie Cossy
and Diego Saglia on translations and
David Gilson on the publishing history
of the novels (accompanied by twentyfour fascinating illustrations from
various editions) document the
dissemination of Austen’s work in
England, America and Europe.
Gilson’s essay is the longest in the
volume and, I confess, the only one I
did not finish in one sitting. It is best

regarded as a bibliography to be
consulted for particular items rather
than as a composition to read for its
argument.
In the main section on ‘Historical
and Cultural Contexts’, essays that
effectively combine valuable
contextual material with perceptive
analysis of Austen’s works include
Edward Copeland’s ‘Money’, Thomas
Keymer’s ‘Rank’, Antje Blank’s
‘Dress’, Paula Byrne’s ‘Manners’,
John Wiltshire’s ‘Medicine, Illness,
and Disease’ and David Selwyn’s
‘Consumer Goods’. Other essays that
help us better understand Austen’s
world and particular references in the
novels, even if they don’t address
major themes in those works, include
Maggie Lane’s ‘Food’, Penny Gay’s
‘Pastimes’, Brian Southam’s
‘Professions’, Claire Lamont’s
‘Domestic Architecture’ and Pat
Rogers’ ‘Transport’.
A number of authors, instead of
drawing connections, emphasise
differences between Austen and her
contemporaries. Both Richard Cronin
(‘Literary Scene’) and Alan
Richardson (‘Reading Practices’) note
ways in which Austen’s works do not
follow trends or fit the categories of
other popular novels of the period.
Alistair Duckworth notes that Austen’s
views on landscape improvement and
the picturesque are not consistent with
any of the major theorists on those
subjects. Gary Kelly observes that
Austen’s treatment of female education
differs from that of contemporary
writers. Paula Byrne argues that
Austen does not endorse many of the
codes of manners of her day. John
Wiltshire distinguishes Austen’s
treatment of doctors and illness from
that of other female novelists. One
could say that such points call into
question the usefulness of historical
approaches; if Austen does not follow
the trends or share the dominant views

of her era, then how helpful is it to
situate her works within their literary
and cultural contexts? Ultimately,
however, noting ways in which Austen
departs from the attitudes and practices
of her time can be just as – if not more
– valuable than pointing out how she
conforms, since such observations help
us appreciate what is original,
revolutionary and remarkable about
her achievement.
Jane Austen in Context is similar to
several other collections, such as The
Jane Austen Companion, ed. by J.
David Grey, A. Walton Litz and Brian
Southam (Macmillan, 1986), and The
Cambridge Companion to Jane
Austen, ed. by Edward Copeland and
Juliet McMaster (Cambridge
University Press, 1997). Both of these
volumes include essays on many of the
same topics as those covered in Todd’s
book, with the major difference being
that the earlier works also feature
essays on Austen’s writings whereas
Todd’s volume is solely devoted to
historical and contextual topics. Some
contributors appear in more than one
of these publications: for example,
Deirdre Le Faye provides a chronology
and Edward Copeland writes on money
for both The Cambridge Companion
and Jane Austen in Context.
A conspicuous absence in this
volume devoted to situating Austen in
her time is that of an essay exploring
her connections to the Romantic
movement. Both Richard Cronin
(‘Literary Scene’) and Jane Stabler
(‘Literary Influences’) comment on
Austen’s reading of some of the male
Romantic poets, but neither devotes
even a full paragraph to this subject.
Austen’s uncommon novels might
appear less anomalous and more in line
with contemporary literary trends if
viewed alongside the age’s
revolutionary poetry. The volume also
contains no essay on Austen and
feminism or the condition of women,

although this has been a central topic
in Austen Studies for several decades.
(The Jane Austen Companion does
include essays on ‘Jane Austen and
Contemporary Feminism’ by Margaret
Kirkham and ‘Jane Austen and
Romanticism’ by Susan Morgan.)
Overall, however, Jane Austen in
Context is an impressive gathering of
authoritative, informative and
perceptive essays on a wide range of
topics; it is a valuable reference work
for scholars and students alike.
Beth Lau
California State University

David Marshall, The Frame of
Art: Fictions of Aesthetic
Experience, 1750-1815.
Baltimore: John Hopkins
University Press, 2005. Pp. 272.
£33.50. ISBN 0801882338
David Marshall discusses longeighteenth-century aesthetics from a
variety of positions, including those of
the public debates on the picturesque
and the layers of aesthetic experience
felt by characters and readers of
fiction. Importantly, his analysis is not
limited to debates within the Royal
Academy; rather he considers various
tableaux from fictions and writings
about art. This fascinating study
recreates both the ‘real’ and ‘fictional’
arenas in which aesthetic principles
were discussed, satirised and worked
out. Throughout Marshall is concerned
with the ‘blurring of boundaries
between the realm of art and whatever
is defined in opposition to art: nature,
reality, real life’.
The first chapter examines the
‘problem’ of the picturesque, which
Marshall locates in an anecdote Price
relates of Sir Joshua Reynolds. Price
describes how Reynolds and landscape
painter Richard Wilson were

discussing a scene in front of them.
Wilson pointed to some ‘figures’ but
Reynolds was confused. He thought
Wilson was pointing to statues he
could not see, because the ‘figures’
were actual people. Marshall argues
this anecdote epitomises the struggles
which produced and developed
alongside picturesque painting,
viewing stations and landscape design.
Marshall rightly claims that the
development of the picturesque
‘represents a complex and at times
paradoxical moment in the evolution of
eighteenth-century attitudes about art,
nature, and aesthetic experience’. The
discord in understanding what
constitutes a ‘figure’ and the act of
producing or being presented with a
‘scene’ of nature stresses the
relationship between the picturesque
and theatre. The first chapter is paired
nicely with the third chapter, which is
a study of Jane Austen’s Mansfield
Park and the confusion between what
Marshall calls ‘true acting’ and real
feeling. While chapter one focuses on
the possible implications of viewing a
natural scene as a work of art, chapter
three reads Austen’s presentation of
Fanny Price’s emotional perspectives
on natural and theatrical scenes
‘through the frame of art’. Marshall’s
previous analysis of the picturesque
sets the groundwork for understanding
how Austen uses picturesque
principles to create a layered arena for
Fanny Price both as spectator and
reluctant actor. However, Marshall
moves beyond the picturesque in this
chapter to determine what effect
theatre and the signification of acting
and feeling have on the novel’s
heroine.
The second chapter juxtaposes Lord
Kames’s theory of a text’s potential to
translate readers into spectators and
transport them to the scenes described
with Lessing’s well-known and
important essay L a o c o ö n , which

examines the limits of poetry and the
plastic arts. Marshall’s close analysis
of the broad theory of ut pictura
poesis, which he defines as ‘a name for
a cluster of preoccupations about the
effects of art and the power both of art
and of the imagination’, is helpful in
gauging what is at stake in the fiction
he discusses later. Furthermore, this
theory is essential to understanding the
dynamics of the wider debates, how
and why these debates shift over the
century, and the possibility or
impossibility of ‘translating one art
into another’, both for the artist and the
‘critic who wants to describe the power
of aesthetic experience’.
Chapters four and five discuss the
effects of introducing art and aesthetic
experience into two sentimental,
epistolary novels – Rousseau’s Julie,
ou La Nouvelle H é l o ï s e and
Mackenzie’s Julia de Roubigné. The
layering of meaning which seems to be
inherent in aesthetic experience is
mimicked in Marshall’s argument that
both novels echo already known texts
and images: Mackenzie’s novel is a
‘creative translation and re-enactment
of Rousseau and Rousseau’s [is a]
creative translation and re-enactment
of Richardson – which […] is filtered
through the abbé Antonine-François
Prévost’s translation of Clarissa.’
Marshall’s multiple translations,
whether of Rousseau into English or
Prévost’s French translation of
Clarissa back into English, are
insightful, clear and indispensable,
though at times theoretically stretched.
Chapter six discusses Lennox’s The
Female Quixote and its ambivalence
towards female authority and
authorship. The final chapter, entitled
‘Arguing by Analogy’, is a reading of
Hume’s essay ‘Of the Standard of
Taste’. Marshall argues that Hume
replaces the civic humanist approach to
art, which adheres to a priori rules,
‘with a search for a judge who will

determine the standard’ of good art.
This chapter emphasises the major
shift from an adherence to classical
rules of art to a dependence on the
individual’s emotional interpretation of
an artwork that characterises the long
eighteenth-century’s aesthetics.
Marshall’s study is energetic,
intensely sensitive to language and
carefully considered. His discussion of
picturesque principles and landscape
theory, and his study of Mansfield
Park, are especially welcome and
innovative. His study will push
scholars to reconsider various tableaux
they may previously have taken for
granted.
Maureen McCue
University of Glasgow

Kevis Goodman, Georgic
Modernity and British
Romanticism. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press,
2004. Pp. 225. £45. ISBN
0521831687
This intelligent and thought-provoking
book takes as its starting point what
Goodman identifies as the prevailing
critical reflex to georgic: that response
which identifies georgic as a mode
burying or submerging history in the
foregrounding of landscape or bucolic
aesthetics. In such a reflex, georgic has
to be mined for history; it has to be
read inside out, or perhaps, more
familiarly, interpreted antithetically in
the style of the seeking out of what is
not ostensibly there. But what if –
without retreating to naïve readings –
we can overcome the habit of this
‘negative hermeneutic’ and recognise
in georgic (via Williams) history in the
form of a presence (‘historical
presentness’)? This is Goodman’s aim,
and her book sets out to reappraise the
value of georgic by recognising its

capacity for very particular kinds of
affect. The historical context in which
this will be recognised is set up
through understanding the mediation
of georgic in relation to other forms of
mediation augmented through the ‘new
media’ of the long eighteenth century
and their transforming effects.
There are four main chapters, each
taking a text and reading it in broad
relation to pertinent mediating cultural
forms. In the first, the Georgics
themselves are read in relation to the
new sciences, but not simply because
of their thematic coincidences with
new scientific concerns and new
husbandry. Goodman sees the
Georgics as a powerful and resonating
correlative to that series of late
seventeenth-century attempts to find a
pure unmediated transparent language,
bereft of ambiguity and error. This she
reads as part of the desire for ‘senseimmediacy’, realised in Virgil by the
continuous
competitive
and
collaborative relation between things
and words. The second chapter
concentrates on Thomson’s The
Seasons, and cleverly produces a
reading deriving from Thomson’s
contemporaries, some of whom noted
the contrasting focal movements
between proximity and distance in the
poem, and at least one of whom
remarked on its ‘microscopic eye’.
Goodman notes the sign of
professionalised observation in the
early eighteenth century (the need to
observe or scrutinise everything) and
proceeds to follow the trace of such
inspection from the late seventeenth
century into The Seasons. Here she
focuses on the sensory mediation of
vision, that subtle implication in
Thomson and elsewhere that the act of
seeing itself needs a medium to
transport its actions, even while that
medium cannot be defined, and is
rendered in the poem, perhaps, by its
use of such devices as mists and

vapours. The third chapter reads
Cowper in relation to another new
medium, that of the newspaper,
analysing Cowper’s conversion of
news into poetry in the context of
experiencing the present, in the 1780s,
as a ‘flux of news’, which in the
newspapers
themselves
was
represented
in
particularly
heterogeneous forms. The ‘reality
effect’ produced in the layout of the
newspaper generates an illusion of
unconnected immediacy against which
Cowper’s poetry can be read in
particularly productive ways. The final
chapter takes as its subject the aural
histories of Wordsworth’s Excursion,
and examines the notion of anecdotal
historiography as an experimental
form.
Kevis Goodman has taken an
original line in her understanding of a
georgic presence in the poetry of the
eighteenth century and Romanticism,
yet one that is simultaneously carefully
located in the critical precedents of
scholarship. This is a learned book and
it is one that makes large demands on
its reader, for its prose is often highly
wrought, tense and difficult. The
intellectual project may well demand
this, for in theorising the relations, or
perhaps more correctly the correlative
orientations, traced between the
selected literary examples and the
media innovations identified, we find
ourselves in subtle and rarified circuits
of understanding. These cannot be
made out of the relatively
straightforward manifestations of
empirical or materialised histories,
even though, in each instance, the
parallel relations are taken from direct
citations in the verse itself (for
example, Thomson’s visual modes and
shifts, Cowper’s versifying news,
Wordsworth’s meditations on history),
for the book is making larger
arguments than those which depend on
analogical patterning. G e o r g i c

Modernity and British Romanticism
presents us with the compelling
possibility that the selected examples
reveal to us a long eighteenth century
in which there was a pressured and
concentrated fascination with the
notion of the medium itself, and,
alongside this, the positioning of the
receptive reader or the affected
sensibility as a corollary medium
within which Williams’s historical
presentness might be realised. This is
not only an attractive proposition; it is
one which has real cogency and
potential, but I think it also needs more
patient exemplification than that which
can be afforded by the density of the
book’s prose. Equally, someone
involved in the process of production
might have thought more carefully
about producing a book of 225 pages
of which more than one third is taken
up with the apparatus (and that in a
reduced font size). The footnotes are
huge, lengthy and sometimes tiresome.
The consequence of this arrangement,
ironically, given this book’s concern
with such interpellations, positions the
reader in a very pointed way. Reading
this book is a relentlessly referential
process in which the resolution of
arguments becomes necessarily
deferred, provisional or, in some
instances, heavily authorised. In a book
which requires us to think carefully
about the medium itself, we can only
be left wondering about what,
precisely, this might represent.
Philip W. Martin
De Montfort University

Margaret Russett, Fictions and
Fakes: Forging Romantic
Authenticity, 1760-1845.
Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2006. Pp. 258.
£50. ISBN 0521850789

What distinguishes a real person? In
Fictions and Fakes, Margaret Russett
takes the contemporary critical interest
in literary forgery and plagiarism as
her starting point in considering the
emergence of specifically ‘Romantic’
notions of identity, subjectivity and
personality. The premise of the study is
that it was not simply duplicitous texts
that brought forth new concepts of the
self, but that the stories surrounding
them – the very narratives of forgery
(to coin a phrase) – are themselves
instrumental in this process: as Russett
has it, ‘how factitious discoveries and
counterfeit beings helped to define the
frontiers of literary discourse during
the period in which “literature”
assumed its modern disciplinary
meaning’ and ‘how fictions of textual
creation articulate with the
construction of Romantic subjectivity’.
Questions of identity – or rather the
production and reproduction of
identities – therefore entails treating
authenticity as an effect rather than a
cause, as ‘a function of cultural
transmission’.
What this investigation into the birth
of modern subjectivity means in
practice is discussions of Thomas
Chatterton, ‘Christabel’ and ‘The Lay
of the Last Minstrel’, the Maid of
Buttermere, the ‘Princess Caraboo’
affair, John Clare’s identification with
Byron and a concluding piece on the
part played by Walter Scott and James
Hogg in generating pseudonyms in
periodical writing.
Some of this material is necessarily
familiar and well-mined, but there is
also some enticing new stuff here. In
the case of Chatterton, for example,
R u s s e t t p r e s e n t s a _i_ekian
psychoanalytic reading, arguing that a
conflation of the writer’s literary
inheritance with the individual creates
the ‘primal scene’ of his creation, ‘so
that the origins of a tradition also
supply a prehistory of the subject’.

What is important is the author’s
assumption of literary character: for
Russett, this is reflexive – ‘the
aftermath as origin’. This allows
Russett to present a genealogical
account of Chatterton’s Rowley
forgeries as a succession of
inheritances from symbolic fathers to
symbolic sons, in which the church of
St Mary Redcliffe (suggestively
described in ‘Craishes Herauldry’ as
‘the Chirche of oure Ladye of the
Redde Clefte’) is the only significant
feminine figure. Russett’s evaluation
of Chatterton is subtle – she does not,
for instance, regard him as a ‘major
p o e t ’ (her emphasis) but as a
pioneering ‘Romanticizer’ of literary
history.
Changing tack, Russett then turns to
a fascinating examination of the
relationship between ‘Christabel’ and
‘The Lay of the Last Minstrel’ as a
way of introducing shifting patterns of
authorship and ‘original composition’,
and the attendant problems of
plagiarism and literary ownership. Is it
possible to plagiarise a voice; what are
the implications of a text-based
definition of authorship and copyright
protection for oral traditions? Russett
makes a convincing argument for
equating the ‘personality’ of Romantic
authorship with metre, and there are
some tantalising remarks on the
recitation of unpublished verse. Scott,
notably, memorised ‘Christabel’ –
could one identify the implications for
the Romantic subject of ‘learning by
heart’, as Derrida does in ‘Che cos’è la
poesia’?
Before
returning
to
the
‘Christabel’/‘Lay’ nexus in her final
chapter, Russett then addresses three
impersonators: Alexander Augustus
Hope (who seduced the Maid of
Buttermere), ‘Princess Caraboo’ (an
exotic in the tradition of George
Psalmanazar) and John Clare, who,
while incarcerated in an asylum,

periodically claimed to be Lord Byron.
It is, however, an uneasy alliance and
could perhaps have been made more
effective by using the language of
masks and performance rather than
impersonation and imposture, as John
Goodridge argues in an essay on Clare
and the masks of Chatterton
unaccountably absent from the
discussion here. And, interestingly,
despite Russett denying that Chatterton
was impersonator per se because he
did not dramatise his forged persona,
he certainly did perform his work in
the way he behaved and, indeed, acted
with his Bristol patrons.
Russett concludes with a return to
Scott, and describes the fashion for
hoaxing that helped to forge Scottish
literary culture as well as Scott’s own
literary identity – which is presented as
elaborately beset by doubles and semidoubles. The word ‘hoax’, Russett
claims, appeared rather conveniently
c.1800 in order to distinguish criminal
from literary deception – previously
the word ‘imposture’ had been used –
and so helped clear up the problematic
relationship between fictions and lies
that characterised novels and histories
in the eighteenth century.
Despite an unfortunate predilection
for the anachronistic cliché (the ‘first
edition of the new Blackwood’s was
calculated to shock and awe’, Scott is
‘the CEO of Waverley Incorporated’),
Russett’s book will be read as an
important contribution to the ongoing
re-evaluation of what Susan Stewart
has described as the ‘crimes of
writing’. It is also an invitation for
further work. A search on ECCO, for
example, reveals that the word ‘hoax’
actually appears in a play published in
1772 (attributed to Henry Fielding, so
possibly even earlier) as well as coterie
verse of the 1780s, suggesting that it
may have been a hunting halloo
(‘Hoax him there!’) and/or school
slang (‘how you hoax us, if we

blunder’). In these contexts, the word
means to tease. The personality of such
words is perhaps as teasing as that of
the Romantic subject.
Nick Groom
University of Exeter

Geraint H. Jenkins, ed., A
Rattleskull Genius: The Many
Faces of Iolo Morganwg.
Cardiff: University of Wales
Press, 2005. Pp. 515. £45. ISBN
0708319718
Thanks to the twenty-two chapters and
515 pages of this volume, Romanticists
wanting a fuller sense of the
contribution of Iolo Morganwg to
Romantic-period culture are well
catered for. The contributors have
greatly extended the prospects of
scholarly encounter with a figure who
only partly deserves the epithet of this
book’s title: ‘a noisy, empty fellow’ is
the definition of rattleskull in
Sheridan’s Compleat Dictionary
(1790). Few would disagree, after
reading this book, that Iolo noisily
made himself heard wherever he went,
in his native Glamorgan or on his
frequent excursions to London and
Bristol. He was a convivial, active
presence in their radical, literary and
masonic cultures. But he was never
‘empty’, even if his ‘many faces’ led
him frequently into personal and
ideological contradiction. This volume
celebrates the multi-faceted personality
of a ‘penurious craftsman who was
obsessed by the lives of gentry
families; the champion of the Welsh
language who wrote principally in
English; the gifted literary and
historical forger who adopted the
motto “The Truth against the World”;
the pastoral poet who praised the
bucolic delights of rural Glamorgan
and yet thrived on urban life; the Bard
of Liberty who dedicated a volume of
English poetry to the Prince of Wales’.

Born Edward Williams, and as often
known as ‘mad Ned’ as by his
preferred bardic name, Iolo is aptly
characterised in Geraint Jenkins’s
acute introduction as a ‘dazzlingly
chaotic figure’. In the essays that
follow, he emerges as a genius more
surely than as a rattleskull.
There is a long-standing and
extensive tradition of Iolo scholarship
in the Welsh language, as one would
expect for a man who, in the words of
the editor, is ‘among the makers of
modern Wales’ and ‘one of the fathers
of modern Welsh nationalism’. As the
skilful forger of manuscripts that he
successfully passed off as having come
from the pen of Daffyd ap Gwilym, he
has been often and variously castigated
or cherished. But until now, those who
(like myself) lack Welsh have had to
rely on the comparatively meagre
pickings of occasional articles and
works for the general reader, such as
Prys Morgan’s volume in the Writers
of Wales series. Rattleskull Genius
makes Iolo a more accessible and
understandable figure to Romanticists
unaccustomed to the Welsh traditions,
genres and styles that he mastered, and
in some cases invented, without in any
way diminishing the sense of the Bard
as deeply and romantically rooted in
his native culture. In the last two
decades or so, Iolo and his work have
increasingly made their presence felt in
the precincts of ‘English’
Romanticism, albeit principally as an
adjunct to Coleridge, Southey and
Wordsworth (and his connections with
Joseph Johnson mean that some
acquaintance with Blake is a near
certainty, as Jon Mee’s shrewd chapter
here suggests). I recall that my own
first encounter with Iolo was via David
Simpson’s Wordsworth’s Historical
Imagination (1987), which revealed
him as a willowy presence in the
lyrical ballad ‘Simon Lee’. He can also
be spotted, cutting a recondite figure,

in the footnotes of any study of
Southey’s Madoc, in the preparation of
which Iolo was extensively consulted.
He lurks too on the fringes of John
Barrell’s Imagining the King’s Death,
but it was Damian Walford Davies
who allowed Iolo to emerge from the
shades of English literary
historiography into the glad day of the
1790s, in his important Presences that
Disturb (2002), a work frequently and
approvingly cited in several essays in
Rattleskull Genius.
Walford Davies also has an essay in
this collection, a detailed articulation
of Iolo’s place in radical literary circles
in that decade, not simply alongside
Wordsworth and Coleridge but as in
some senses a shaper of their thinking.
Godwin, however, thought him a
crank, and humiliated him brutally at a
dinner on 3 January 1795, at which
Gilbert Wakefield, George Dyer and
Thomas Walker, the prominent
Manchester radical, were among those
present. Walker told Coleridge of
Godwin’s ‘contempt’ for Iolo,
prompting Coleridge to vigorously
defend this ‘poor Welch Bard’. The
remark, well-known, is usually thought
of as itself rather patronising; but
Walford Davies here gives it new
valence, as an expression of the Iolo’s
capacity for sympathetic feeling and
the love of family and nation which
can be understood as a principled
refutation of Godwin on the domestic
affections. Wordsworth would have
thoroughly
approved,
and,
consequently, Iolo’s influence on
Lyrical Ballads is, thinks Walford
Davies, more sustained than in David
Simpson’s account. The claim that Iolo
was the ‘catalyst’ of Coleridge’s
trajectory away from Godwin, and an
‘aid’ to Wordsworth’s ‘exorcism’ of
Godwinian theory, convinces.
Certainly, the correspondences
between ‘A Poet’s Epitaph’ and Iolo’s

‘The Learned Ignorants’ presented
here are incontestable.
The volume in which ‘The Learned
Ignorants’ appeared is Poems, Lyric
and Pastoral (1794), and Mary-Ann
Constantine traces the long period of
its making in a chapter titled, in Iolo’s
own words, ‘This wildernessed
business of publication’. This is a
meticulously researched essay, the
product of a deep knowledge of the
labyrinthine Iolo archives held at the
National Library of Wales, and
Constantine provides the fullest picture
to date of the Bard’s circuitous path to
the press. The time spent and the miles
travelled in courting patrons (mostly
female, and including Hannah More
and Anna Seward) and soliciting
subscriptions were considerable.
Prolonged periods of absence from
home put a strain on his marriage (also
the subject of a separate, compelling
chapter on Iolo and gender by Cathryn
Charnell-White). While there were
numerous financial disappointments,
personal disasters and collapses of selfconfidence on the slow road to the
press, many years spent in
contemplating his own self-promotion
meant that by 1795 he had completed a
timely ‘perfection of his role as the
“Welch Bard” to a lively network of
radical and Unitarian friends’. Having
said that, the subscription list is
populated by illustrious members of
the gentry and aristocracy, as well as
obscure figures from the radical
underground. He dreamed of
independence, and of the ‘ample
fortunes’ made by ‘Pope, Swift,
Churchill and others who wrote for the
public at large’, but the long days spent
labouring at his trade often reminded
him that Robert Burns and Ann
Yearsley (for whom some rather
flirtatious letters were written, but
perhaps not sent) were more apt
models, and indeed the remarkable
autobiographical introduction to

Poems, Lyrical and Pastoral styles its
author as the ‘self-taught journeyman
mason’.
Iolo as labouring-class writer is
explored fully in Richard Suggett’s
‘Iolo Morganwg: Stonecutter, Builder,
Antiquary’. Iolo’s professional life in
the construction trades stimulated his
thinking and writing on Welsh
architecture, Suggett contends, and his
deep knowledge and sentimental
attachment to provincial practices and
local styles are, like his verses, a
signature of his romantic aesthetic.
David Ceri Jones is as meticulous as
Suggett in his reconstruction of Iolo’s
thinking on landscape and agriculture,
and Prys Morgan’s customary elegance
and precision are evident in a chapter
(‘Iolo Morganwg and Welsh Historical
Traditions’), which expands greatly on
his earlier work on Iolo in Eric
Hobsbawm’s The Invention of
Tradition.
Those interested in the song writing
and collecting activities of Robert
Burns and John Clare will now, thanks
to Daniel Huws’s chapter on Iolo’s
passion for traditional Welsh music, be
able to see such practices as
widespread throughout Britain. Iolo is
here revealed as the central figure in
the construction of a distinctively
Welsh folk tradition, and he is central
also in the early nineteenth-century
reconstitution of the Eisteddfod
festivities, as Geraint Jenkins argues.
Other essays in this substantial volume
have narrower concerns, such as those
that deal with Iolo’s specific
achievements in the disciplines of
strict-metre and free-metre poetry, or
his reluctantly-compromised position
in the abolitionism debates, or the
several which seek to locate Iolo by
positioning him alongside other
members of the London Welsh
establishment, but the standard of
scholarly rigour never slides: this
volume is a cool assessment of Iolo

within the cultural life of Wales and
Britain, and nowhere does it resort to
hagiography, sentiment or indulgence.
His contentious role in the invention of
Wales and in the forgery of some of its
most revered documents has
sometimes resulted in the past in such
heated feelings emerging in Iolo
scholarship.
This welcome volume is the first
fruit of a major research project that
has been underway at the University of
Wales Centre for Advanced Welsh and
Celtic Studies, guided by Geraint
Jenkins and Mary-Ann Constantine. A
multi-volume edition of Iolo’s vast
correspondence is in preparation, and
its appearance will further expand our
knowledge of this compelling
character. In the meantime, this
volume makes possible a more
equitable dialogue between the
different national brands of, and needs
for, Romanticism that emerged through
the eighteenth century. Scholars
interested in the Welsh dimension to
Romantic culture, the formation of
British identity and its competing
traditions and the shaping of radical
history will find much that is new and
striking in this handsome volume’s
pages.
Tim Burke
Nottingham Trent University

Linda Kelly, Ireland’s Minstrel:
A Life of Tom Moore: Poet,
Patriot and Byron’s Friend.
London: I. B. Tauris, 2006. Pp.
272. £20. ISBN 184511520
In 1825, Thomas Moore declared: ‘As
a citizen of the world, I would point to
England as its brightest ornament, –
but, as a disfranchised Irishman, I
blush to belong to her.’ The substance
of this revelation could not have
surprised his readers. He had risen to

fame in London and was an
enormously popular member of
London literary, political and social
circles. Significant contributors to his
fame were his Irish Melodies (180834), songs which frequently lament
political oppression in Ireland, and the
cutting satires of Westminster’s
religious intolerance, particularly
against Catholics, that he had
published since the early 1810s.
Although Moore’s contemporaries
would not have been surprised by his
mixed feelings for England, since the
late nineteenth century readers have
lost sight of the depth and integrity of
his attachment to England. This is
partly because until the mid-twentieth
century his Irish Melodies remained
popular, inscribing him in critical
memory simply as an Irish ‘minstrel’.
In addition, the only edition of
Moore’s journals and letters available
until 1991 omitted most of Moore’s
criticisms of his contemporaries. To
W. B. Yeats, then, Moore appeared
‘merely an incarnate social ambition’,
and many critics since Yeats have
concurred. Wilfred Dowden’s
discovery and editions of the full
manuscripts of Moore’s journals and
letters made available the material
requisite for a more accurate
understanding of Moore’s relationship
with, and importance for, Romantic
Britain. Since Dowden’s publications
(completed in 1991), critics have
challenged aspects of Moore’s
reputation. Mary Helen Thuente has
analysed Moore’s employment of
United Irish tropes and imagery in the
Irish Melodies. Jeffrey Vail has
revealed the literary importance of
Moore’s close relationship with Byron.
Luke Gibbons has established the
literary devices and politics informing
Moore’s attack on the establishment in
his 1831 biography of Lord Edward
Fitzgerald and his satirical Memoirs of
Captain Rock (1824). Yet much of

Moore’s work and life remain to be
reviewed. Moreover, critics in the
fields of Irish Studies and British
Romanticism
often
operate
independently: widespread understanding of Moore’s significance is yet
to be established.
Linda Kelly’s Ireland’s Minstrel: A
Life of Tom Moore: Poet, Patriot and
Byron’s Friend is aimed at a wider
audience than academics alone.
Nonetheless, as the first significant
biography since Dowden’s editions of
the journals and letters, it had the
potential to contribute significantly to
Moore Studies. Kelly certainly sets out
to revise Moore’s reputation, but for
the most part she merely collates
recent criticism, rather than breaking
new ground. Nor does she draw any
radical conclusions: strangely, despite
her praise for Dowden, the old notion
of an effervescent Moore pervades her
study.
Kelly argues for Moore’s importance
as a leading figure of the Romantic
period. For her, Moore’s talent as a
songwriter and the influence he and
Byron exercised on each other’s
literary development are his main
claims to fame. In addition, she urges,
the witty and poignant detail of his
letters and journals, his talent and
influence as a biographer and his
contemporary popularity make him
worthy of attention. In a minor but
helpful and innovative argument, Kelly
claims that Dowden’s editions of the
letters and journals reveal Moore to
have been a valued member of Whig
circles and a serious political
commentator.
Each of these points is important,
although each begs for greater
development than Kelly provides.
Unfortunately, the structure of her
biography obscures its most insightful
arguments. Kelly hangs her narrative
on the same events as nearly every
biographer of Moore since the mid-

nineteenth century – his Dublin
childhood, the 1798 Rebellion and
Inquisition at Trinity College, his
emigration to England, his year in
Bermuda and the US, his duels, his
fame, his bankruptcy. More
stimulating would have been chapter
titles identifying developments in his
literary techniques, political views or
business acumen – all three of them
subjects which move beyond a survey
of Moore’s misfortunes to an analysis
of his talents and significance.
The more interesting aspects of
Kelly’s argument suggest an intriguing
member of Romantic Britain, a man
whose literary talents developed and
diversified at the same time as he
negotiated between his social
popularity, his unpopular political
views, his marginalised national and
religious background, an extensive
engagement with British culture and
the demands of the literary market.
Anomalously, however, Kelly’s tone is
consistently apologetic: ‘he was a poet
not a politician (as a Catholic he would
have been debarred from standing for
Parliament in any case)’. A more
detailed examination of the
complexities and subtleties of Moore’s
politics and literary techniques might
have avoided the conventional strategy
of portraying Moore as a victim – a
view Moore himself is unlikely to have
supported. Ultimately, as her
references to him as ‘Ireland’s
Minstrel’ and ‘Poet, Patriot and
Byron’s Friend’ in the book’s title
suggest, Kelly perpetuates the romantic
yet condescending view of Moore as a
provincial songwriter and social
climber, a faux representative of an
outdated culture and profession. It is
time to move beyond this distorted
impression. Kelly contributes to the
increasing interest in Moore, but it is a
shame she perpetuates the notion of
him as inseparable from a suffering,
marginalised Ireland.

Shelley Meagher
St Hugh’s College, Oxford

Douglas S. Mack, Scottish
Fiction and the British Empire.
Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 2006. Pp. 247.
Pb. £16.99. ISBN 0748618147
Scotland’s role in the rise, expansion
and fall of the British Empire has been
long debated in historical studies, but,
so far, no book-length critical work has
addressed the function of Scottish
literature in the ‘imperial project’.
Although Mack’s Scottish Fiction and
the British Empire does not fulfil this
function, it is a welcome addition to
the body of criticism on the
international contexts of Scottish
literature. With its emphasis on
Scottish fiction’s relationship with the
wider world, it is part of a burgeoning
movement in criticism to understand
the many points of contact between the
Scottish literary tradition and the
national literatures of other countries.
Mack’s criticism disputes the book’s
title by spanning a very wide range of
Scottish literature – from the work of
Robert Burns and Walter Scott in the
eighteenth century to ‘post Empire
works of the Scottish diaspora’ by
Alistair MacLeod and Alice Munro in
the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries. The study’s comments on a
variety of works by James Hogg are
pleasing, and characterised by a
detailed and affectionate understanding
of Hogg’s texts. Mack’s willingness to
view Scottish fiction in an international
framework means that Scott, Hogg,
John Galt and John Buchan appear
alongside Chinua Achebe, Joseph
Conrad, William Makepeace

Thackeray and the Brontës, some
comparisons being more fruitful than
others. Mack’s brief description of the
Brontës’ love of Hogg’s fiction, for
example, is one of a number of
instances when further literary
comparison between texts would have
been productive.
Perhaps the most effective section in
Scottish Fiction and the British Empire
is Mack’s study of that recognisably
legitimate product of British
imperialism, John Buchan. In the
chapter entitled ‘South Africa and the
South Seas: Scottish Fiction and the
Zenith of Empire’, Mack is most
faithful to the professed aims of his
book’s title, analysing the literary
output of Scottish writers with concrete
experience of British colonies,
focusing on Robert Louis Stevenson
and Buchan. Here, Mack explores
literary constructions of ‘the tribal
societies encountered by the Empire’
in Kidnapped, Catriona and, most
successfully, Buchan’s Prester John.
Buchan, generally neglected by
conventional Scottish criticism, is
given expansive, if slightly apologetic,
exploration here. This, however, is the
only chapter which examines truly
imperial texts.
Scottish Fiction and the British
Empire makes great use of its opening
quotation from Ranajit Guha on the
distinction between ‘elite’ and
‘subaltern’ classes in imperial India,
applying these terms to class systems
in Scotland and elsewhere. These
descriptors of social difference are
useful tools in Mack’s exploration of
different voices from different sections
of society especially in the fictions of
Hogg and Scott, allowing an
examination of their constructions of
vernacular Scots. More awkward,
however, is Mack’s differentiation of
writers themselves into ‘elite’ and
‘subaltern’ frameworks according to
their social backgrounds. Scott stands

here for an ‘elite’ Scotland, while
Burns and Hogg represent ‘subaltern’
Scotland. This simplification of social
relationships leads to the problematic
conclusion that, ‘when an author like
Stevenson tries to speak from within
the elite on behalf of the subaltern,
what readers tend to hear is the voice
of an elite ventriloquist, rather than a
genuine subaltern voice’. The
separation of ‘genuine’ and
‘ventriloquist’ ‘subaltern’ voices raises
difficult questions to do with the
assumptions about social authenticity
and artificiality at the book’s core,
which do not always bear close
scrutiny. In addition, the comparison of
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Scots to Native American Indians and
African tribes can sometimes be
uncomfortable in their projection of
Scotland as a similarly ‘colonised’
nation.
Scottish Fiction and the British
E m p i r e traces historical context
throughout, and Mack’s repeated
engagement with the events of the
Glorious Revolution of 1688 are
welcome in the contemporary critical
climate which often fails to see beyond
the impact of 1707 on Scottish
literature. The study also focuses on
the Scottish Reformation, particularly
on the role of the Covenanters in
Scotland’s religious troubles. While it
is not always clear where such figures
fit in the study’s imperial framework,
Mack’s discussion of literary
representations of Covenanters is often
engaging. However, the book’s
conflation of Covenanters and
eighteenth-century Presbyterians with
the ‘subaltern’ class and voice in
Scottish literature and society
disregards the complex relationship
between religious affiliation and social
class particularly prevalent in
eighteenth-century Scotland. Similarly,
Mack’s unquestioning labelling of
Burns as a ‘radical’ Presbyterian

overlooks opposing political strands in
the poet’s works.
The reader is left questioning the
absence of any concrete discussion of
the Scottish role in the British Empire
– obvious needs here are discussions of
the Scottish colonies and literary
reactions to the Darien Scheme.
Simultaneously, one questions the
inclusion of the work of Burns, Scott,
Hogg and contemporary Canadian
novelists in a work which calls itself
Scottish Literature and the British
E m p i r e . Although the book is
accessible, it provides more questions
than answers. It is to be hoped that the
questions posed by this study will be
answered in future research on the
British Empire in Scottish literature.
Rhona Brown
University of Glasgow

Arthur Bradley and Alan
Rawes, eds, Romantic
Biography. Aldershot and
Burlington: Ashgate, 2003. Pp.
220. £50. ISBN 0754609936
If autobiography is largely a matter of
testimony, self-justification and the
desire to assert ‘I did it my way’, then
biography, or life-writing, as it is now
often called on university courses, is
all about reputation. The Romantics
were themselves both biographers and
autobiographers. Romantic selffashioning, whether of an egotistically
sublime or a fantastical confessional
nature, provides modern biographers
with a rich field of exciting events,
astonishing texts, a good deal of selfdelusion and downright lies.
How to approach the subject? This
endlessly fascinating and suggestive
collection of essays tackles the
question of method. Should
biographers of the Romantics attempt
to interpret these lives, so remote from

our own and yet so influential upon our
own literary modes of interpretation,
through the prism of Romanticism
itself or should we be sceptical antiRomantics? And how should we deal
with the mass of earlier biographies?
The range of these essays is
satisfyingly varied and many of them
are by Romantic biographers: Jonathan
Bate writes on John Clare, Kenneth R.
Johnston ruminates on the two titles he
chose for his controversial biography
of Wordsworth and an essay on
Southey by Mark Storey goes a long
way to explaining why the Poet
Laureate, famous in his time, has fallen
from favour with general readers, and
why we should be hell-bent on
reappraisal. Lockhart’s biographies of
Scott and Burns are discussed by
Gerard Carruthers. Alan Rawes
discusses Benita Eisler’s version of
Byron and the incest scandal
associated with the poet. Jennifer
Wallace considers the biographical
body of Keats. Richard Holmes, our
foremost Romantic biographer, is
evoked in many of these essays. His
humane and passionate sympathy with
his subjects is perceived as
quintessentially Romantic.
What should be revealed and what
should be kept hidden? This is a
question not just for autobiographers of
any period, but also for biographers of
the Romantics. Wordsworth masked
his own French sexual adventures in
The Prelude under the gauze of a tragic
tale of star-crossed lovers. Edmund
Gosse’s advice to the aspiring
biographer – ‘his anxiety should be,
not how to avoid all indiscretion, but
how to be as indiscreet as possible’ –
delivered in 1903, reads like a
justification for the scandal
biographies (or autobiographies) that
are guaranteed to become literary
bestsellers. Given that all the dramatis
personae are long dead, where the
uncontested evidence is there, surely

the truth can be told? But what are we
to do with the ‘enigmatic lacunae’, the
tantalising gaps where the letters have
been burned and the writer has left no
record. Joe Bray’s clever comparative
essay on two recent scholarly
biographies of Jane Austen, by Claire
Tomalin and David Nokes, offers a
solution by appealing to Austen
herself. His reading of ‘intervals’ in
Persuasion – those time gaps in the
fiction where nothing is revealed, but
everything inferred – works as a
convincing riposte to any biographer
faced with an ‘interval’ and tempted to
speculate.
The most satisfying essays return
the reader to the literary work itself. In
his searching piece on ‘Romantic
Poetry and Questions of Biography’,
Michael O’Neill investigates the
autobiographical process of ‘obscure
self-creation’ in several canonical lyric
poems. How is the biographer to deal
with these formal structures that record
moments of intimacy and vision? It
becomes clear that the life is not
simply dramatised by the poetry, but
interpreted, given shape and pattern.
The Romantics were their own
biographers.
And how to explain their hostility to
biography? Julian North, in an essay
entitled ‘Self-Possession and Gender in
Romantic Literary Biography’, picks
up this issue, which is, as she says, not
about ‘whether the life is related to the
work, but who is in possession of that
life’. The Romantics were biographical
subjects within the period itself and
James Currie’s 1800 biography of
Burns famously put the wind up
Wordsworth. Shelley’s ‘Julian and
Maddalo’ is, as Arthur Bradley points
out in his complex examination of the
representations of the relationship
between Shelley and Byron, ‘not just a
literary work [...] but an early
experiment in Romantic biography’.

Writers’ lives are always of interest,
not because they are generally actionpacked, but because they are intimately
related to quite different written texts.
This collection re-examines the vexed
relationship between the life and the
text and the problematic drama of its
representation. Biography reflects not
only the concerns of the biographer,
but also those of the society that
consumes both the life and the texts.
Both are open to continual rewriting
and reinterpretation. Thus Mary
Wollstonecraft, who was an ambiguous
feminist heroine to invoke for much of
the nineteenth century, becomes a
radical foremother in our own times. It
seems churlish to criticise omissions in
a book that offers so much, but I did
miss a detailed discussion of
Wollstonecraft and Godwin. Both
writers were either biographers or
autobiographers and Wollstonecraft
biography is deeply controversial
territory in feminist studies. Biography
grants an author an afterlife. And the
nature of this afterlife remains a
contested space in the field of
Romantic biography. Whose reputation
will survive and endure? What kind of
reputation will that be? And why?
Patricia Duncker
University of East Anglia

John Watkins, Representing
Elizabeth in Stuart England:
Literature, History, Sovereignty.
Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2002. Pp. 264.
£48. ISBN 0521815738
Jennifer Low, Manhood and the
Duel: Masculinity in Early
Modern Drama and Culture.
Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2003. Pp. 238. £40.
ISBN 1403961301

These two studies draw attention to the
part played by gender in the complex
configurations of cultural discourses
and political authority in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. They are
very different books, illustrating the
methodological diversity of Early
Modern Studies that aim to read
literary texts historically. Watkins
attends to the precise political and
historiographic context of texts and
charts the shifting, contradictory and
competing ways of imagining
Elizabeth I’s reign across the
seventeenth century and into the early
eighteenth century. Low is less
interested in the local history of the
texts she examines than how they
contribute to our understanding of the
early modern period as one of
transition. The rapier duel, a social
practice largely confined to elite men,
provides Low with a complex sign
system for reassessing the ways in
which early modern masculinity was
inflected by social rank (and other
signifiers of status) and performed on
stage.
The 400th anniversary of Elizabeth I’s
death was marked by the publication of
numerous monographs, biographies
and collections of essays. Watkins
takes this opportunity to reappraise the
place Elizabeth I, the ‘Queen of
famous memory’, occupies in the
Anglo-American imagination. The
subject of not one but two recent miniseries, Elizabeth I is still powerfully
iconic. Watkins, like many others,
attributes her powerful hold over the
English historical imagination to the
gender anomaly she embodied as the
female sovereign of a patriarchal state.
This friction enables ‘unusually
diverse interpretations’ of her qualities
both as a political leader and as a
private person.
Watkins judiciously synthesises and
reappraises scholarly work in this area.

His revaluation of Elizabeth’s
reputation is compelling because he is
able to work deftly and convincingly at
the intersection of history, literature
and political theory. His thesis is that
Elizabethan myth-making was at the
centre of debates over the nature of
sovereignty during this turbulent
century marked by two revolutions –
the English revolution in the midseventeenth century and the Glorious
Revolution of 1688 – and thus entered
and helped to shape liberal ideology.
Whig historiography celebrated
Elizabeth as the popular English
constitutional monarch who ruled
rather than reigned. It was unpopular
foreign Stuart despotism that forced
England into civil war as the nation
struggled to restore the balance
between king and parliament embodied
by the Elizabethan polity.
This Whig fantasy had its origins in
the populist myth of ‘Good Queen
Bess’ that emerged in the early
seventeenth century. Thomas
Heywood, the most prolific of the
Jacobean hagiographers, when
fashioning Elizabeth as the English
‘queen of royal citizens’, began to
formulate key elements of the
Elizabethan myth promulgated by later
liberal historiography. His popular
two-part play, If You Know Not Me,
You Know Nobody, portrayed
Elizabeth first as the Protestant subject
of the Catholic despot Mary I and then
as the monarch whose successful rule
depended on respect for law and the
financial and military support of the
loyal and loving citizens of her realm.
Contemporary scholars, Watkins
complains, perpetuate this Elizabethan
myth by denouncing the Stuarts as
despotic absolutists and ignoring the
continuities between Elizabeth and her
Stuart successors. Placing himself
firmly within the company of
revisionist historians, Watkins shows
how Jacobean panegyricists eased the

Stuart succession by fashioning
Elizabeth and James as metaphorical
mother and son; the providential
parallels drawn between the defeat of
the Spanish Armada and the discovery
of the Gunpowder Plot similarly
invested James with an Elizabethan
aura. His chapter on recollections of
Elizabeth during the 1640s and 1650s
illustrates how these rival political
readings – one insisting on continuity
between Elizabeth and the Stuarts, the
other discontinuity – were played out
as royalists as well as parliamentarians
and republicans appropriated her
example for their political causes.
The Restoration sees a decisive shift
in representing Elizabeth. The integrity
of Elizabeth’s public character as the
exemplar of monarchical virtues was
increasingly compromised in the
second half of the seventeenth century
by the taste for scandalous narratives.
An alternative, novelistic historiography emerged that began to write the
story of Elizabeth’s reign through the
genre of historical romance and
imagined a private life for the queen.
The earlier, recusant image of a
tormented Elizabeth, as well as the
‘womanish’ aspects – the ‘wavering
and perplexed minde’ that William
Camden and Fulke Greville had
attributed to her royal character in the
early seventeenth century – gained new
vitality in popular works such as The
Secret History of Elizabeth and Essex,
first published in 1680 and reprinted
throughout the eighteenth century. It is
this bourgeois fantasy of a queen with
a secret erotic and affective life and
with a new identity as a royal celebrity
that produces the ‘modern’ Elizabeth
of popular culture.
The crucial development in the
history of duelling occurs under
Elizabeth with the introduction of the
lightweight rapier in the 1580s. It
coincided with the rethinking of elite
rites of manhood brought about by

changes to aristocratic culture as codes
of chivalry were reconceived in the
sixteenth century. Low understands the
duel as a mode of performing gender
that functions in the construction of
honour, reputation and masculine
social identity. Her study follows in the
footsteps of Stephen Greenblatt and
Thomas Greene by theorising the duel
within the paradigms of Renaissance
self-fashioning. The ethos of the duel
was predicated on the Renaissance
desire to shape and transform oneself
by transcending natural human
limitations. Shakespeare’s Much Ado
About Nothing uses the duel to turn a
lightweight like Benedick into an early
modern hero by simultaneously
revealing the limitation of earlier
chivalric discourses of manliness and
reworking this ideal to create a new,
more psychologically rounded and
sincere man.
Low’s study is highly responsive to
recent theorising of gender, the body
and space. The body language of the
duel is said to articulate and reshape
early modern assumptions about
spatiality. The fencer’s physical sense
of, and command over, space helped to
define masculine notions of personal
space. Low’s arguments for the
spatiality and performativity of the
duel culminate in analogy between
duellist and actor and an ambitious
analysis of the stagecraft and body
language of the actors in Jonson’s The
Alchemist. Manliness was not simply
conceived in opposition to
womanliness but also to boyishness.
Reading the open wounds of the
defeated duellist in Massinger’s The
Unnatural Combat and Shakespeare’s
1 Henry IV, Low illustrates how
manhood was understood as a sign of
physical and sexual maturity. When
women did appear on stage as duellists
they did not imitate men, there was no
radical gender inversion. Rather the
woman duellist tended to have a

didactic and reformative function in
relation to the ethos of manliness.
Low rightly argues that concepts of
masculinity did not develop in a simple
linear trajectory in this period. That
said, codes of social behaviour and
manners did change across the course
of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and it would have been
useful to have a clearer historical sense
of how the duel functioned in relation
to these processes of social change.
Michelle O’Callaghan
University of Reading

Nicholas Mason, Gen. Ed.,
Blackwood’s Magazine, 181725: Selections from Maga’s
Infancy. Vol. 1, Selected Verse,
ed. by Nicholas Mason. Vol. 2,
Selected Prose, ed. by Anthony
Jarrells. Vols. 3 and 4, Noctes
Ambrosianae, ed. by Mark
Parker. Vol. 5, Selected
Criticism, 1817-19, ed. by Tom
Mole. Vol. 6, Selected Criticism,
1820-25, ed. by John Strachan
with Nicholas Mason, Tom
Mole and Charles Snodgrass. 6
Volumes. Pp. 2,030. £495. ISBN
1851968008
The editors of Blackwood’s Magazine
were once routinely denigrated for the
virulence of their attacks on Leigh
Hunt, Hazlitt and Keats and for their
involvement in the duel in which John
Scott, the editor of the rival London
M a g a z i n e , lost his life. This sixvolume selection from ‘Maga’s
Infancy’ confirms the reinstatement of
the magazine at the centre of the
literary culture of the late Romantic
period.
The first volume offers a selection of
the verse with which Blackwood’s

punctuated its prose contributions,
refusing the practice common to other
magazines of grouping the poems
included in each issue into a single
section. One effect of Nicholas
Mason’s selection is to confirm the
wisdom of that decision. Grouped
together within a single volume, many
of these poems seem merely dull, even
when, as in the case of three sonnets by
Wordsworth (the second and third of
which are disfigured by a misprint),
they are the work of major poets. This
volume is redeemed by its inclusion of
pieces written by the regular
Blackwood’s contributors: Lockhart’s
‘Notices to Correspondents’; Thomas
Hamilton’s ‘Some Account of the Life
and Writings of Ensign Odoherty’,
which first introduced to the magazine
the hard-drinking Irish adjutant who
was to become one of its richest
characters; the parodies, some of them
attributed to Odoherty, of Scott (‘Eve
of St Jerry’), Wordsworth (‘Billy
Routing’) and Coleridge (the
‘Auncient
Waggonere’
and
‘Christabel, Part Third’); Maginn and
Gosnell’s ‘Daniel O’Rourke’, an Irish
Don Juan in which the hero’s
weakness is for porter rather than
women. Best of all is the ‘“Luctus” on
the Death of Sir Daniel Donnelly’, an
Irish boxer popularly supposed to have
been knighted by the Prince Regent, to
which almost all the Blackwood’s
regulars seem to have contributed. The
extract from ‘my great autobiographical poem’ supplied by ‘Mr
W. W.’ is particularly fine. W. W.
admits that he has ‘heard [Donnelly’s]
fame, but as the mutterings / Of clouds
contentious on Helvellyn’s side’, yet
concludes magnificently by insisting
that Donnelly’s true memorial is to be
found not in the poet’s words but in his
tears:
For they discours’d with a dumb
eloquence,

Beyond the tongue of dirge or
epitaph,
Of that which passeth in man’s heart,
when power
Like Babylon, hath fall’n, and pass’d
away.
The feeble sentimental lyrics had to
be included, I suppose, if the selection
was to be representative, but I would
willingly have sacrificed them all for
Lockhart’s Juan-inspired ‘The Mad
Banker of Amsterdam’.
The second volume, awkwardly
entitled ‘Selected Prose’ (volumes 2-6
are all of them written principally in
prose), in fact selects from the tales
that Blackwood’s regularly included
but avoids the title ‘Selected Fiction’
because room is made for pieces such
as the ‘Chaldee Manuscript’, the
scandalous satire on the great and the
good of literary Edinburgh with which
Blackwood relaunched his magazine
after securing the services of Wilson,
Lockhart and Hogg. Anthony Jarrells’
selection, in which there are rather too
many misprints, deftly reveals the
defining characteristic of Blackwood’s
fiction, its abrupt alternation between
the local and the exotic. So, Hogg
contributes his ‘Tales and Anecdotes
of the Pastoral Life’, which are firmly
placed in Hogg’s own Ettrick, whereas
Lockhart’s ‘Christian Wolf’ is set in
eighteenth-century Germany. John
Galt understood this best, developing
in his early contributions to
Blackwood’s a new kind of fiction. In
‘The Steam-Boat’, Thomas Duffle
describes his ‘Voyages’. Duffle is a
cloth-merchant trading in Glasgow’s
Saltmarket, and his voyages are less
than grand, consisting of two day-trips
down the Clyde to Greenock. He is
able to escape from ‘the obscurities of
the Salt-market, and the manufacturing
smokes and smells of Glasgow, to
enjoy the hilarity of the sparkling
waters of the summer sea’, and still

return to his rented rooms well before
nightfall. And yet on that Clyde
paddle-steamer he meets far-travelled
folk who tell him tales that penetrate
half the globe: a widow woman tells of
her trip to Waterloo to find her son’s
grave; a sailor explains how he came to
survive a hurricane that overtook his
ship on a voyage from Trinidad to St
Kitt’s; a ‘Yanky from Philadelphia’
describes how he became ‘the
Deucalion of Kentucky’ when his town
and all its inhabitants were swept away
in a flood. This is fiction designed to
support the principal ambition of the
whole magazine, which was to be at
once flamboyantly provincial and
international, or, in its own more
elegant locution, to be ‘local all over
the world’.
The third and fourth volumes collect
the first twenty-three of the ‘Noctes
Ambrosianae’, concluding with the
number for October 1825, by which
time the series, which had until then
been shared between Lockhart,
Wilson, Maginn and Hogg, had
become Wilson’s alone, with the
effect, according to Mark Parker, that
the ‘linguistic and critical experiment’
that had characterised the early
numbers was subordinated to the
development of character. Until now
critical attention has focused on the
later ‘Noctes Ambrosianae’ written
solely by Wilson. Parker convincingly
makes the case for the brilliance of, for
example, the fourth of the ‘Noctes’, in
which uniquely the scene shifts from
Ambrose’s Tavern in Edinburgh to an
estaminet in Pisa where Ensign
Odoherty graciously agrees to share a
bottle with a slightly overawed Lord
Byron. The introduction and the
headnotes to each of the ‘Noctes’ may
be read continuously as a short book,
and a very good one, on the ‘Noctes’,
and the notes to these volumes are
especially rich.

In the final two volumes Tom Mole
and John Strachan offer a well-chosen
selection of Blackwood’s criticism.
There are the Cockney School attacks
by ‘Z’ (Mole’s whole volume is
exemplary, and his annotation of these
pieces is particularly full and useful),
in which Lockhart’s virulence should
not obscure the brilliance of his
manoeuvre: he invents a Cockney
school, presided over by Leigh Hunt,
sporting yellow breeches, who offers
cup after cup of weak tea to acolytes
such as the pimpled Hazlitt and the
apprentice apothecary Keats, as a way
of defining by antithesis the
extravagantly masculine Blackwood’s
school in which Christopher North
presides in a room at Ambrose’s
Tavern, and his followers such as
Ensign Odoherty and the Shepherd, all
of them stout Tories, allow nothing
weaker to pass their lips than
blackstrap or whisky punch. But there
are also pieces in which Lockhart
introduces German criticism to his
British readers. There are the reviews
in which Shelley finds unlikely
champions amongst the Tory literati.
There are pieces such as ‘The Leg of
Mutton School of Poetry’, in which, as
Strachan points out, an obscure,
privately printed volume of verse wins
an unenviable immortality in the
extravagance of the derision that it
inspires. And, best of all, there are the
pieces in which Blackwood’s acts out
its love-hate relationship with Lord
Byron in general, and Don Juan in
particular, the poem in which the
magazine saw its own reflection, and
responded sometimes admiringly and
sometimes with the rage of Caliban at
seeing its own face in a glass.
These volumes will be valuable to
libraries that have a complete run of
the magazine for their annotations, and
libraries not so fortunate will be able to
introduce to their readers some, but not
all, of the qualities that even John Scott

recognised made Blackwood’s the
most innovative magazine of its
period. What made Blackwood’s like
Don Juan was its penchant for swift
transitions, its abrupt shifts from the
serious to the comic. It was, as Ensign
Odoherty puts it, significantly in
conversation with ‘Byron’, ‘a real
Magazine of mirth, misanthropy, wit,
wisdom, folly, fiction, fun, festivity,
theology, bruising, and thingumbob’,
and it is this that disappears when
poems, fiction, criticism are segregated
into separate volumes. Blackwood’s
most prided itself on its humour, in
particular on its nonsense, on those
articles that seem to be ‘without a
vestige of meaning; that yet address
themselves to some mysterious part of
man’s nature, and throw whole
districts into convulsions’, and,
because articles of this kind are not
easily classified, they do not for the
most part appear in this selection.
Nicholas Mason, the general editor, is
fully aware of what is lost, and aware
too of the alternative, an annotated
edition not of selections from but of
selected issues of the magazine, but, as
he points out, that would be ‘an
enormous task’. The ‘Noctes
Ambrosianae’ volumes, because they
preserve the original typography, and
because each number of the series is
itself an issue of B l a c k w o o d ’ s
Magazine in miniature (Mark Parker
confirms the perception of George
Gilfillan, who wrote of the ‘Noctes’
that each was a miniature Don Juan),
incorporating abrupt shifts between
prose and verse, between foolery and
serious comment, and finding ample
room for ‘thingumbob’, do offer the
reader of these volumes an inkling of
what it is like to read the magazine in
the form in which it was designed to be
read.
Annotating material much of which
has not previously been edited is
extraordinarily difficult. There are

some howlers here, to which we are all
of us vulnerable. A captain who holds
a lady’s hand like ‘a tiller’ is not likely
to be holding it like ‘one who tills the
ground’ (1, 254). Galignani is a
‘traiteur’ because he supplies readymade books like ready-made meals,
not because he is traitorously
Anglophile (1, 320). The ‘stult’ that
Hogg notices at the back of
Christopher North’s chair is his ‘stilt’
or crutch, not a stool (3, 178). ‘Drink
to me only from a jug’ parodies a song
by Jonson not by Byron (3, 190). There
are other, more forgivable errors.
When Maginn speaks of the ‘filths of
Lady Morgan’ he is referring to her not
as ‘a silver-fork novelist’ (the term was
not current in 1819), but as the author
of France (1, 138). A Cambridge
‘wrangler’ is not ‘a candidate for a
first-class degree’ (4, 266). The
‘sublime stanzas’ Smart is reputed to
have scrawled on the wall of his
madhouse cell are not Jubilate Agno,
which is not written in stanzas, but A
Song to David (6, 123). Necessary
information is sometimes omitted. For
example, a note should have pointed
out the significance of the ‘green bag’
in the Queen Caroline trial (2, 178) and
a note should have explained that a
discussion of David Hume is prompted
by the publication for the first time, in
Mackenzie’s life of John Home, of the
diary in which Home recorded his visit
to Bath with his dying cousin in 1776
(3, 28). But I have learned a great deal
from each of the editors of these
volumes and scholars of the future will
build on their pioneering work.
Perhaps the best tribute I can pay them
is to set the ball rolling. The reference

to the Duke of Bedford meaning
‘nothing personal’ is to the duel fought
between him and the Duke of
Buckingham in May 1822 (3, 48).
When Pen Owen describes a
biographical account of Hogg as a
‘mere new edition of the Learned Pig’,
the play on Hogg’s name involves a
reference not just to the popularity of
learned pigs in general (one such is
referred to in The Prelude), but to a
well-known children’s book, The Life
and Adventures of Toby, the Sapient
Pig (3, 49). When Wilson, pretending
with typical effrontery never to have
come across any poems by
Wordsworth, claims that he ‘wrote to
the library at Glasgow for a sight’ of
them (5, 94), he is referring not to the
University Library, but to John Smith’s
circulating library, the premises of
which at the time were at 85
Hutcheson Street. Wilson had many
dealings with Smith. The ‘filthy novel’
that Lockhart accuses Byron of
publishing (6, 107) is not, I suspect, a
reference to Don Juan, but to Thomas
Hope’s
Anastasius, published
anonymously and popularly thought by
many, including Blackwood’s
contributors, to be the work of Byron.
But it is the joy and the nightmare of
this kind of work that there is no end to
it. We should all be grateful to the five
editors of these volumes that they have
accomplished so much.
Richard Cronin
University of Glasgow

